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This thesis describes the use of pressure sensors to measure the distribution of compression force on the surface of the breast, both for compression optimization in mammography and to investigate the diagnostic use of the pressure sensors as a mechanical breast imaging system.
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Breast cancer screening with mammography has proven effective in reducing breast cancer mortality, though it is not without limitations. Compression of the breast is seen as a requirement for a high quality, low-dose mammogram. Studies have shown that pain or expectance of pain from compression is one of the main factors for screening non-attendance, yet reductions of compression force seem to have little effect on the thickness of the breast or on image quality; no optimal level of compression has been determined. An issue with any screening method is that the majority of those screened are healthy and that the specificity is not perfect. In the case of breast cancer screening, roughly 80-90% of those recalled for clinical work-up are false positives, and are later classified as benign using additional modalities, e.g. ultrasound. False positive women suffer anxiety and other psychosocial consequences and are expensive for the healthcare system. Further data with which to better characterize suspicious findings at the initial screening stage would be valuable. This thesis describes the use of pressure sensors to measure the distribution of compression force on the surface of the breast, both for compression optimization and to investigate the diagnostic use of the pressure sensors as a mechanical imaging system. Measurements on compressed breasts showed that there are distinct variations in the distribution of pressure for different women and also substantial variations across the breast. Notably, there is almost always high to very high pressure on the juxtathoracic parts of the breast, close to the chest wall, especially in the medio-lateral oblique (MLO) projection. Quite often there is no measurable pressure on the breast itself. This indicates that the stiff juxtathoracic tissue hinders compression of the more central parts of the breast by absorbing much of the applied force. Data shows that the juxtathoracic area may be well-compressed at half the standard force, and further compression fails to substantially affect the overall thickness of the breast or the pressure on the central breast. The pressure distribution is improved though the use of a flexible compression plate, as it redistributes compression force from the juxtathoracic area to the more central parts of the breast, with the experienced pain remaining equivalent. Malignant breast lesions are known to be stiffer than benign lesions and normal breast tissue, and this thesis shows that this difference can be measured with pressure sensors. The results from a study of women recalled with suspicious mammography findings show that there is a significant and substantial difference in the normalized pressure over malignant and benign lesions, and that there is a pressure threshold below which no suspicious findings are malignant. Results indicate that the implementation of this form of mechanical imaging as an adjunct to mammography screening could potentially reduce recalls by 36% without impairing sensitivity.
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-We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.

Albert Einstein
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I den här avhandlingen har vi undersökt hur trycket fördelas på brösten när det komprimeras. Detta har gjorts genom att fästa små trycksensorer på kompressionsplattan. Detta har gjorts av två anledningar: dels för att undersöka vad som kan göras för att förbättra kompressionen, och dels för att undersöka trycket över cancertumörer i bröstet.

Cancertumörer är styvare än annan bröstvävnad, och våra studier visar att trycket över dem när bröstet komprimeras därför är högre. Genom att undersöka 155 kvinnor som återkallats från screeningen med misstänkt bröstcancer kunde vi se att godartade bröstförändringar som t.ex. cystor hade ett lägre tryck över sig än de elakartade cancertumörerna. Den lägsta tryckförändringen som sågs för cancer var högre än motsvarande värde för 36% av de godartade tumörerna, vilket betyder att man genom att lägga till en tryckmätning (mekanisk avbildning) till mammografiscreeningen skulle kunna minska återkallningarna avsevärt utan att missa några cancrar.
Abstract

Breast cancer screening with mammography has proven effective in reducing breast cancer mortality, though it is not without limitations. Compression of the breast is seen as a requirement for a high quality, low-dose mammogram. Studies have shown that pain or expectance of pain from compression is one of the main factors for screening non-attendance, yet reductions of compression force seem to have little effect on the thickness of the breast or on image quality; no optimal level of compression has been determined.

An issue with any screening method is that the majority of those screened are healthy and that the specificity is not perfect. In the case of breast cancer screening, roughly 80-90% of those recalled for clinical work-up are false positives, and are later classified as benign using additional modalities, e.g. ultrasound. False positive women suffer anxiety and other psychosocial consequences and are expensive for the healthcare system. Further data with which to better characterize suspicious findings at the initial screening stage would be valuable.

This thesis describes the use of pressure sensors to measure the distribution of compression force on the surface of the breast, both for compression optimization and to investigate the diagnostic use of the pressure sensors as a mechanical imaging system.

Measurements on compressed breasts showed that there are distinct variations in the distribution of pressure for different women and also substantial variations across the breast. Notably, there is almost always high to very high pressure on the juxtathoracic parts of the breast, close to the chest wall, especially in the medio-lateral oblique (MLO) projection. Quite often there is no measurable pressure on the breast itself. This indicates that the stiff juxtathoracic tissue hinders compression of the more central parts of the breast by absorbing much of the applied force. Data shows that the juxtathoracic area may be well-compressed at half the standard force, and further compression fails to substantially affect the overall thickness of the breast or the pressure on the central breast. The pressure distribution is improved though the use of a flexible compression plate, as it redistributes compression force from the juxtathoracic area to the more central parts of the breast, with the experienced pain remaining equivalent.

Malignant breast lesions are known to be stiffer than benign lesions and normal breast tissue, and this thesis shows that this difference can be measured with pressure sensors. The results from a study of women recalled with suspicious mammography findings
show that there is a significant and substantial difference in the normalized pressure over malignant and benign lesions, and that there is a pressure threshold below which no suspicious findings are malignant. Results indicate that the implementation of this form of mechanical imaging as an adjunct to mammography screening could potentially reduce recalls by 36% without impairing sensitivity.
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1. Illustration of the two most common mammography projection views, the cranio-caudal (CC) and the medio-lateral oblique (MLO). The MLO view is performed at an angle of 45-55° and includes more of the upper and lateral juxtathoracic parts of the breast in the field-of-view.

2. Schematic illustration of the mammographic compression device, used in mammography and breast tomosynthesis. The breast is positioned on the solid breast support and then compressed by the descending compression plate (also called a compression paddle). The compression plate is constructed from relatively thin, strong plastic, such as polycarbonate, and should ideally have a homogenous thickness so as to provide equal x-ray absorption across the entire field-of-view. The breast support usually houses the x-ray detector, but in some units the breast support is instead similarly constructed to the compression plate, and a separate, movable detector is provided.

3. An illustration of the elastic modulus $E$ (Young’s modulus). $E$ relates the mechanical stress, $\sigma$, on an object to its strain, $\varepsilon$. The strain is defined as the ratio between the deformed length of the object – when subjected to stress – and its original length, while stress has the unit of force per unit area, i.e. pressure. A higher Young’s modulus means that a material is more resistant to strain, i.e. more stress is required to change its thickness. The illustration shows a cubical object where each face has the area $A$, compressed with an evenly distributed force $F$. Note that the decrease in thickness is matched by an expansion of width. For elastic materials which are incompressible, e.g. rubber, but also most biological tissue, this expansion is such that the volume of the material is constant.

4. A simplified example of the factors influencing the distribution of pressure, or stress, on the surface of a compressed breast with a lesion, or nodule, of tissue with. To calculate the stress on the location of the lesion, $\sigma_l$, it is important to recognize that, even at its simplest, the situation involves both parallel (1) and serial (2) combinations of two materials with different elastic modulus. The parallel case means that, for an even load (such as from a flat compression plate that is essentially rigid compared to the breast) the strain on the two materials is equal, giving rise to different stress; $\sigma_l$ on the lesion and $\sigma_b$ on the breast.
The stress is dependent on the local elastic modulus. The effective local elastic modulus of the tissue including the lesion is derived by considering the case of serial compression of materials. In the serial case, the materials are subject to equal stress, which implies different strain, \( \varepsilon_l \) of the lesion and \( \varepsilon_b \) of the breast. This allows us to define an effective elastic modulus as if the serially connected tissues were made up of a single material.

5. Illustration of Tekscan sensors, Iscan 9801 (left) and BPMS 5350 (right). The smaller 9801 sensor has 96 sensor elements, with a 12.7 mm spatial resolution. The elements are arranged in 6 columns of 16, with each column further divided into four strips of four elements connected to a common circuit. The larger 5350 has 38 columns of 41 sensor elements with a 10 mm spatial resolution. The 5350 sensor is considerably softer and more pliable than the 9801 model, allowing it to be more easily bent and adapted to a surface.

6. View of sensor positioning on the mammography compression plate. Two Iscan 9801 sensors were positioned next to each other on the inferior surface of the compression plate. This provided coverage of most of the compressed breast.

7. The four pressure distribution groups identified in Paper I. A further group, U, was defined as those who did not fit into any of these groups. Group A is characterized by relatively high pressure on most of the breast, group B by high pressure on the breast, but no pressure on the juxtathoracic area. Group C has high pressure on the juxtathoracic area, extending to the breast and finally group D has high pressure on the juxtathoracic area but almost no pressure on the breast. Note that this is all based on MLO data.

8. Boxplot of the RMPA (Relative Mean Pressure over suspicious Area) of the women included in Paper IV. The subgroups are those with biopsy-proven malignant invasive breast cancer, those that are biopsy-proven benign and those who were not biopsied and thus likely benign. In addition, two cases of ductal-carcinoma in situ and one case of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma are included. The lowest RMPA value for malignant breast cancer is 1.4, compared to the median values of benign lesions, which is about 1.

9. Illustration of the difference between rigid (top) and flexible (bottom) compression plates. Using the flexible compression plate, the juxtathoracic region receives less compression, but the breast itself receives more, if using the same compression force.
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Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer among women, both in Sweden and in other developed countries [1]. The incidence rate also appears to be rising in developing countries, which will further increase the impact of the disease in the population over time [2-4]. Improved treatment has contributed to better prognosis [5]. Another important factor to reduce breast cancer mortality remains the screening programs implemented in many countries around the world. Breast cancer screening using mammography has been widely used for several decades, and both older and more recent studies generally show it to be effective in reducing breast cancer mortality through early detection and treatment [6, 7].

Screening in any form is not uncomplicated as the ratio of sick to healthy subjects is likely to be low, i.e. for every diagnosed patient a great number of healthy people also undergoes screening. Therefore, a successful screening method needs to be not only fast, cost-effective and diagnostically accurate; it also needs to be minimally inconvenient for those screened, so as to maximize the number attending and minimize the potential harm to them [8-13]. In the case of breast cancer screening, well known side-effects are e.g. false positive findings and over diagnosis of indolent breast cancer [13, 14]. Further potential harmful effects on the women screened – or effects which they might see as harmful enough for them to not attend – include the possible risk of cancer from radiation absorbed in breast tissue and pain caused by the compression of the breast. Breast compression is considered necessary to achieve high quality mammograms. Compression immobilizes the breast – thus ensuring desired positioning and preventing motion blur – reduces scattered radiation (which in turn reduces patient dose and image noise) and separates overlapping tissue components to better visualize tumours located in dense parenchymal tissue. Concerns have been raised about the application of breast compression and of its effect related to the discomfort it causes [15-20]. In particular, it appears that even quite substantial reductions of compression force have small to negligible effect on breast thickness, and thus presumably on image quality [21-23]. This raises the question of whether the application of breast compression as currently used is appropriate for the task, and whether it could be improved.

Another serious issue is false positives, i.e. women recalled for further assessment that turn out to be healthy. Digital mammography has achieved decent sensitivity and specificity [24, 25], but still necessitates recall of roughly 10 women for every diagnosed
cancer case, depending on screening centre and country [26]. Various modalities are used for further assessment of recalled women, most commonly additional mammography imaging and breast ultrasound, with biopsy of the suspicious lesion required in a substantial number of cases. These false positives result in both anxiety for the recalled women [27] and considerable expenditure in time and money for the healthcare system, especially in the case of those women who require biopsies. Broadly, recalled women who do not have breast cancer can be divided into two groups: those who have a benign lesion (cyst, fibroadenoma, papilloma etc.) and those who turn out not to have any findings/lesions. For the latter group, recall is usually caused by a component (or components) of normal tissue masquerading as a suspicious-looking lesion. To correctly distinguish these different cases, other modalities are used in breast diagnosis in addition to mammography. One modality used mainly in the work-up is ultrasound (and the related technique of ultrasound elastography which provides information about the acousto-mechanical properties of the tissue) which provides further information which the radiologist can use to distinguish between malignant lesions, benign lesions and various types of normal tissue. Mechanical imaging, which involves measuring the stress (pressure) on compressed tissue to determine its stiffness, is a form of elasticity imaging distinct in some aspects from elastography, but provides similar information [28]. If mechanical imaging data would be available already at initial breast screening (and not substantially impact the time or complexity of the screening examination), a substantial number of false positives – and biopsies – could potentially be avoided.

Objectives

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the pressure distribution on the breast during breast compression in mammography from various aspects:

- Investigate the distribution of pressure on the breast with standard and reduced compression and correlate with experienced pain and other factors (Paper I)
- Investigate how the use of different compression plates influence the compression of the breast (Paper II)
- Determine the pressure over cancer tumours during compression, and whether compression spreads tumour cells (Paper III)
- Quantify the difference in pressure between malignant and benign breast lesions and estimate its potential for screening (Paper IV)
Scientific and technical background

Overview of breast cancer screening and diagnosis

Screening a predominantly healthy population for disease is an endeavour which puts a multitude of specific demands on the technique used [8-11]. This is particularly true for breast cancer screening. The ability of the method to correctly classify diseased (sensitivity) as well as non-diseased (specificity) individuals must be high. Harmful side-effects of the method must be minimized. Lastly, it must be efficient from a health-economic point-of-view.

In the case of breast cancer screening, the current standard is digital mammography, though other alternative techniques have been proposed, and breast tomosynthesis in particular is showing promising results.

Breast cancer

Overview

Breast cancer is one of the most common forms of female cancer in the world, especially in developed countries, but also on the rise in the developing world [1-4, 29, 30]. Although mortality has dropped steadily due to both improved treatments and the widespread adoption of screening, in 2012 breast cancer still overall caused the 5th largest number of cancer deaths worldwide, and the largest number of cancer deaths among women [1]. In Sweden, official statistics show that between 2010 and 2014, an average of 1421 women died annually from breast cancer [31]. Incidence rates have doubled since the 1960s, probably due to both changes in risk factor distribution and increased detection following introduction of screening. Five-year survival was 88%, up from 65% in the 60s, with the caveat that such numbers may possibly be inflated by over diagnosis from screening. Breast cancer is a complex disease with many known of suspected risk factors, such as genetic factors and high breast density [1]. Lifestyle and environmental factors are thought to cause 27% of breast cancers, according to UK data [32].
Types

Breast cancer can be categorized using many different histological schemes and this thesis makes no attempt to describe these in detail. Roughly, most breast cancers can be categorized in a grid, as seen in Table 1. The dividing lines are invasive/non-invasive, ductal/lobular. Non-invasive or in-situ cancer is a growth of abnormal cells which has not infiltrated tissue beyond its place of origin/basal membrane. There has been discussion of whether this should actually be labelled as cancer, and whether in-situ carcinomas will eventually progress to an invasive stage or not, with their being differences between low and high grade lesions [33-35]. Invasive cancer refers to malignant cell growths that have infiltrated surrounding tissue. The division of breast cancer into lobular and ductal stems from the fact that it was thought that these two forms of cancer began respectively in the breast lobules and the epithelial tissue of the ducts, but this has now generally been discounted in favour of both types originating in the terminal part of the breast gland, and the names kept to refer to distinct microscopic growth patterns [36].

Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) is the most common form of breast carcinoma, followed by invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) and tubular carcinoma (invasive cancer characterized by growing in tubular patterns). Ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) is the most common form of non-invasive breast cancer.

Table 1.
Breast cancer types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invasive</th>
<th>Ductal</th>
<th>Lobular</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Invasive ductal carcinoma</td>
<td>Invasive lobular carcinoma</td>
<td>Tubular carcinoma, medullary carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In situ</td>
<td>Ductal carcinoma in-situ</td>
<td>Lobular carcinoma in-situ</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appearance

As mammography is by far the most widespread breast imaging technique, appearance of tumours is here mainly focused on their radiological appearance and somewhat on the appearance of excised tumours.

Breast cancer often presents as a stellate lesion, which is a star-shaped object with spiculations extending into the surrounding tissue. These spicules are a combination of
strands of infiltrating cancer and reactive fibrosis. The core of the lesion is an irregular mass with diffuse borders. Invasive ductal, invasive lobular and tubular carcinoma can all have a stellate appearance. The apparent size of such tumours on a mammogram is often smaller than their palpable size, suggesting that the tissue reaction to its presence is more widespread than what is visible from fibrous reactions. This is corroborated by ultrasonic data, where a hyper-echogenic border is seen around the tumour, presumably caused by tissue fibrosis. Spiculated lesions, especially tubular carcinomas, can be confused with radial scars, a form of benign breast lesion.

Non-spiculated cancers can be diffuse (which are often difficult to locate), well-circumscribed (having a well-defined border) or multi-focal (having several nodular foci). This indicates less reactive components in surrounding tissue. Well-circumscribed lesions can look similar to benign cysts, fibroadenomas (a benign epithelial lesion) and papillomas (a benign ductal lesion). Some lesions are detected not as a solid mass but by the architectural distortion of tissue, which is harder to notice [37].

Microcalcifications, typically caused by calcification of necrotic material in the ducts can be a characteristic sign of cancer and accompany some of the above mentioned lesion types, though many microcalcifications are benign. DCIS is characteristically identified through detection of clusters of malignant microcalcifications, with no apparent accompanying mass.

Stellate lesions tend to be lower grade, more receptive to hormone treatments and generally have a better prognosis [38]. A recent study however found that, in the Japanese population, there does not appear to be any difference in survival between women with stellate and well-circumscribed lesions [39].

**Circulating tumour cells**

The number of circulating tumour cells (CTC) per unit volume of blood is an independent prognostic marker of both progression and disease-free survival of metastatic and non-metastatic breast cancer [40-43]. Measuring CTC count is an emerging technique, which is mainly investigated for use in cancer treatment staging, such as deciding whether a patient will benefit from adjuvant therapy. These results pertain to an equilibrium level of CTCs caused by continuous release of cells from the primary tumour and possible metastases. Evidence persists that physical damage to tumours, including from palpation, causes a considerable outflow of CTCs [44, 45]. Whether such a transient spike of CTCs can contribute to the spread of cancer is poorly understood, but can potentially be of critical importance for both the use of compression in mammography and clinical breast palpation.
Mammography

Mammography is the gold standard of breast screening in most of the world, with full-field digital mammography (FFDM) being available since 2000. Using dedicated breast x-ray units for screening was investigated in several large randomised, controlled trials during the 70s and 80s [7, 46]. Largely positive results (although widely debated with regards to estimations of reduced breast cancer mortality and over diagnosis of indolent lesions) from such prospective screening studies lead to the establishment of population-based mammography breast cancer screening programs in many developed countries.

Later publications have highlighted the number of missed cancers, the substantial number of false-positives, and also the potentially large proportion of overdiagnosis, i.e. detection, diagnosis and treatment of asymptomatic cancers which would not have been detected in the absence of screening [46, 47]. Recent reviews of available data by the Independent UK Panel on Breast Cancer Screening [7] and the American Cancer Society [6] both assert the effectiveness of mammography screening and recommend women to attend regular breast screening, respectively according to the UK recommendations of screening between age 50 and 70, and annually from 45 years to 54 and then biennially. In Sweden, women are screened from the age of 40, at intervals of 18-24 months, until they reach age 74 [48]. Two standard projection views are used, the cranio-caudal (CC) and medio-lateral oblique (MLO) (Figure 1). These two views are complementary; the MLO-view covers more tissue and provides better visualization of the upper juxtathoracic part of the breast while the CC-view suffers less from overlapping dense tissue and can potentially provide better visualization of centrally located lesions as [49-51]. A latero-medial (LM) view is usually added in clinical work-up of recalled women.

Mammography is required to be able to distinguish between small differences in absorption between different breast tissues. The entire x-ray system is therefore tailored for soft tissue diagnosis, with anode-filter combinations providing comparatively low-energy x-rays that are detected by high resolution detectors, while the dose is kept low. Young et al. estimated that a woman undergoing the UK screening program would receive an average mean glandular dose of 60 mGy during one decade, and roughly 2 mGy per view per screening occasion [52, 53]. This level is estimated to lead to only a small increase in risk of cancer death, which is outweighed by the reduced breast cancer mortality of screening [54].

Two modern studies of screening with full field digital mammography are largely in agreement concerning sensitivity and specificity. Pisano et al. found that in a screening study on 42 760 US and Canadian women showed 70% sensitivity and 92% specificity [24]. Skaane et al. reported 77.4% sensitivity and 96.5% specificity in a randomized screening trial of 23 929 Norwegian women [25, 55].
Other imaging modalities

Though mammography is the most prominent breast imaging modality, there are also many other. This is a summary of the most relevant ones. It is an interesting fact that malignancy changes not only one, but many physical tissue properties, which is evident through the multitude of modalities used to detect them. These imaging modalities apply sometimes radically different modes of detection, yet provide complementary information for the diagnosis of breast cancer.

Breast Tomosynthesis

Breast tomosynthesis (BT) – sometimes Digital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) – is a relatively new imaging technique which can be described in short as a pseudo-3D development of digital mammography. Several projection images of the breast are acquired over a range of angles and a 3D volume is mathematically reconstructed, employing filtered back projection (FBP) or various forms of iterative reconstructions. Tomosynthesis differs mainly from Computed Tomography (CT) in that it uses a
limited angular range of 15 – 50 degrees (in diagnostically used systems) rather than a full 180 degree set of projections [56, 57]. The reconstructed volume can perhaps more accurately be referred to as pseudo-3D, as its depth resolution is far less than its in-plane resolution due to the artefacts caused by this limited angle.

Standard mammography and BT use broadly similar imaging units, with BT units capable of acquiring standard mammography as well. Some manufacturers offer the same units for both purposes, with a software upgrade enabling tomosynthesis. In comparison to mammography, BT has the advantage of generating multiple thin slices of the breast, which may reveal breast tumours that would be obscured by overlying tissue on a 2D image. BT was envisaged as a tool for both clinical breast imaging and breast cancer screening [58, 59]. Experimental studies and simulations imply that it can substantially improve sensitivity compared to mammography [60-62]. Opposing its implementations in general screening is concerns about increased radiation dose (depending on manufacturer and imaging protocol) and increased examination time, and more importantly, reading time. In practice, the time it takes a radiologist to review a BT image volume is estimated to be at least twice that required for the corresponding 2D mammogram [63-65].

Four large prospective screening trials show similar results, in that BT used in a screening situation increases cancer detection by ~30-40% [66-68]. All trials (The Norwegian Oslo trial, the Italian STORM 1 and 2 trials and the Swedish MBTST) also appear to show increased recall rates compared to mammography. Notably, the MBTST compares one-view BT with 2-view mammography, while the others compare the combination of two-view BT and 2-view mammography (or synthetic mammograms in STORM 2) with 2-view mammography on its own, implying that mammography and an additional BT view does not add substantial extra information compared to a single BT volume of the breast. The trials reported data from only one screening round, and have to date not reported follow-up interval cancer data. These studies are thus essentially reporting results from a prevalence round, meaning that the effect on both recalls and extra cancer detection might be different (in all likelihood, lower) in subsequent screening rounds.

Numerous US retrospective screening studies have also investigated BT, with largely different results from the mentioned European trials [69-75]. Comparing women screened with BT to women screened with mammography – without taking into account possible selection bias – results support a substantial reduction of recall rates, with little effect on cancer detection. One must here remember the substantially greater proportion of recalls in the USA (around 10-15%) compared to Europe (3-7%), the difference between opportunistic and population based screening and also, as mentioned, possible selection bias; one can speculate that women with a higher socio-economic status are more likely to have access to BT.
**Ultrasound**

Breast ultrasound is an important diagnostic modality. It is essential in the work-up of symptomatic or asymptomatic women, where it is used to investigate suspicious lesions detected on screening mammography or through e.g. self-examinations or clinical examination. Ultrasound adds valuable information in the characterization of malignant and benign lesions [76-78]. It is often used to guide biopsies. It is capable of finding mammographically occult tumours, as they differ from normal dense breast tissue in echogenicity, even if radiological density is similar. Breast ultrasound requires a trained operator, usually a radiologist or other physician or a dedicated sonographer, to perform the examination.

The use of breast ultrasound as a screening modality has been proposed and discussed, but has been mostly dismissed due to several issues, mainly cost-effectiveness and the high false-positive rate [79-82]. The high cost is a result of the long examination time (compared to mammography or breast tomosynthesis) and the above mentioned need for a trained operator. Still, the large J-START Japanese screening trial has investigated the use of ultrasound in screening. Japanese women have denser breasts than is found in European or American populations, limiting the applicability of mammography [83, 84]. The J-START trial used ultrasound as an adjunct to mammography to screen > 70 000 women, finding it to detect more cancers than mammography alone (especially early stage cancers). The trial did not investigate the health economic aspects of ultrasound screening.

Recent developments of various forms of automatically scanned ultrasound which dispenses with or limits the need for a trained operator may potentially warrant reevaluation of ultrasound screening [85-87]. The SoftVue (Delphinus Medical Technologies, Novi, MI, USA) breast ultrasound tomography system is one example, in which the woman lies prone on a bed with the breast suspended in a water-filled hemispherical container lined with ultrasound transducers [88-90]. An image volume is reconstructed, looking very similar to CT or MRI slices.

**MRI**

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has a higher sensitivity than mammography for detecting breast cancer, although the specificity has been an issue [91, 92]. For breast cancer imaging, gadolinium contrast enhanced MRI is most commonly employed, differentiating lesions based on their uptake of the contrast agent due to the neovascularization. It provides an effective means of evaluating difficult cases in clinical work-up, especially so in dense breasts where other modalities might be insufficiently sensitive. Though potentially valuable as a screening modality for women with a very high risk of breast cancer (e.g. carriers of the BRCA mutation), MRI’s combination of high cost and long examination time makes it unsuitable for use in primary screening [93]. MRI is useful as a tool for pre-operative staging before excision of breast cancer,
as it can accurately delineate tumour margins [94, 95]. Shorter MRI protocols are being investigated for use in screening [96, 97].

**Elastography**

Elastography is a form of elasticity imaging in which a static or transient force is applied and some means is used to detect the deformation of different tissues subject to that force. The degree of deformation is indicative of tissue stiffness, which can in turn be indicative of possible malignancy. In essence, both breast palpation in the clinic and breast self-examination can be considered a form of unaided elastography [28].

Elastography is mainly defined by the modality used to evaluate tissue strain. The two main types are ultrasound elastography and MRI elastography, although other techniques have also been described, e.g. tomosynthesis breast elastography [98] and optical coherence elastography [99].

Ultrasound elastography can be broadly divided into two types: compression elastography and shear-wave elastography, with many subtypes [100, 101]. Compression elastography, also known as static or strain elastography or RTE (real-time elastography), requires the user to compress the examined area (i.e. breast in this case) with the ultrasound probe, while the tissue deformation is measured, translated into a colour map and combined with a B-mode ultrasound image. This is the most widely used form of elastography, providing qualitative data on the stiffness of evaluated tissues relative to each other.

In shear-wave elastography the source of strain is instead a focused pulse of ultrasound generated by the probe, allowing quantification of tissue stiffness either directly through deformation measurements or by measuring the propagation speed of the shear-wave [102]. Only shear-wave elastography provides quantitative measurements of tissue stiffness [103].

Ultrasound elastography is an adjunct modality to standard ultrasound, increasing the ability to distinguish between benign and malignant solid breast masses [104-108].

MRI elastography, or MRE, uses the same principal as shear-wave elastography to induce a dynamic shear-wave in the tissue to be imaged [109, 110]. This wave is synchronized with the MR pulse-sequence, and through phase-contrast MRI the motion of tissue can be recovered. The technique offers sub-micrometre sensitivity. MRE of the breast is being investigated as a means of improving the poor specificity of breast MRI [111-113].

**Additional Modalities**

Spectral mammography uses an injection of iodine contrast medium and a dual-energy x-ray acquisition (or a photon counting detector) to visualize areas of increased blood flow, allowing better detection of subtle or obscured tumours [114-116]. It can be
compared to breast MRI in that it requires a contrast injection to achieve a better sensitivity.

Less prominent breast imaging modalities, many of them at an experimental level, include breast CT [117-120], breast SPECT [121-123] and PET [124], and synchrotron mammography [125, 126].

Mammography screening recall rates and false positives

In breast cancer screening, a very important measure of screening efficiency is the proportion of women recalled for further clinical assessment. Published data suggests that the rate of screening detected cancers in developed countries is about 0.5% for women screened [26]. In the ideal situation, with 100% sensitivity and specificity, recall rates would thus also be 0.5%. In reality, breast cancer screening with mammography has recently been estimated to have a sensitivity of 77.4% and specificity of 92.0% in Europe (Norway) [25] compared to 70.0% and 92.0%, respectively, in North America [24].

The European Guidelines for Quality Assurance in Mammography recommend that, in the prevalence round, recall rates should be 7%, and then between 3-5% in following screening rounds [127]. Assuming a 0.5% cancer detection rate, this means that ~90% of recalled women are false positives. Actual data from the Norwegian and Spanish breast screening programs show that 6.1 and 10.2 women, respectively, were recalled for every detected cancer, while in the US only 1 in 20.3 recalled women had cancer [26, 128]. The three programs reported similar sensitivity values.

False positive mammography has been linked with long- and short term psychosocial consequences, such as anxiety, with up to 30% of women with false positive screening results still experiencing such problems after one year [27]. Also, false positives are expensive for the healthcare system. Assessment of the breast involves various modalities, usually additional mammography images and often ultrasound, breast tomosynthesis and various forms of biopsies [13, 127]. In difficult cases, MRI may be used. All false positives represent a significant investment of time both for the woman recalled and for healthcare professionals. Hofvind et al. estimated that the life-time risk for at least one false positive result of a woman attending screening biennially from age 50 to 68 was 20% [129].
Attendance

For a population based screening program it is important that the rate of attendance is as high as possible. For Europe, recently published data report attendance rates above 90% in Sweden [130] and 50-80% in Spain [131]. In the US, where screening is opportunistic rather than population-based, but still recommended by healthcare authorities and required to be fully covered by healthcare plans, it is harder to estimate attendance rates. The American cancer society reported that, 69% of women aged between 40-49 had had a mammogram during the last two years (with the Society recommending annual screening from age 40) [132].

Several studies link non-attendance with socio-economic factors and with pain [19, 130, 133-135]. In particular, factors indicative of a lower socio-economic status (low income, cramped living conditions, foreign born etc.) were predictive of non-attendance. Elwood et al. found that of 121 women who had not attended screening subsequent to their initial screening round, 46% stated pain as their reason for non-attendance [136].

Breast compression in mammography

Compression of the breast is considered necessary to achieve high quality images in mammography and to limit absorbed radiation dose. There is no established universal guideline as to the level to which the breast should be compressed. The European guidelines for quality assurance in breast cancer screening and diagnosis [127] makes the following recommendations:

“The breast should be properly compressed, but no more than is necessary to achieve a good image quality. “

“The compression of the breast tissue should be firm but tolerable. There is no optimal value known for the force…”

The breast is compressed between a movable compression plate (or paddle) and the fixed breast support, which usually houses the x-ray detector (see Figure 2). The radiographer positions the breast on the breast support and lowers the compression plate either by a foot-operated pedal or by a button. The compression plate is gradually lowered, applying an even load on the breast. Recommendations, as those quoted above from the European Guidelines, are vague in terms of the force that should be used and the degree of compression that should be attained. Though compression should presumably take into account breast size, with smaller breasts requiring less compression force, data indicates that actual force used is relatively constant. 100-130
N is reported in many screening programs [20-23, 137] but, e.g., uses of 180 N or more as a standard have been reported [138]. Maximum force for the mammography unit is ~200 N, with the actual force used also subject to radiographer variability [139].

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the mammographic compression device, used in mammography and breast tomosynthesis. The breast is positioned on the solid breast support and then compressed by the descending compression plate (also called a compression paddle). The compression plate is constructed from relatively thin, strong plastic, such as polycarbonate, and should ideally have a homogenous thickness so as to provide equal x-ray absorption across the entire field-of-view. The breast support usually houses the x-ray detector, but in some units the breast support is instead similarly constructed to the compression plate, and a separate, movable detector is provided.

Breast composition

Radiologically speaking, the breast mainly consists of two types of tissue with distinctly different X-ray absorption: adipose tissue and fibroglandular tissue. While adipose tissue consists mainly of fat, fibroglandular tissue – often simply called dense tissue – is a more complex mix of tissue components, including the ductal and glandular networks and fibrous connective tissue, such as Cooper’s ligaments. The skin and the pectoral muscle are not included in these groups. The amount of dense tissue and proportion of dense tissue in the breast is predictive of breast cancer risk, women with denser
breasts having an increased risk of breast cancer [140]. A widely used division into four risk groups according to radiological density is the BIRADS density score, ranging from A (lowest risk) to D (highest risk) [141].

When compressed, the compression plate – which is rigid in comparison to breast tissue – thus compresses a number of different tissue types with different stiffness and other mechanical properties. In the MLO-view one criterion for a successful image is that the pectoral muscle is prominent on the image, extending from the axillary area down to roughly 50% of the breast extent. This is to make sure that the juxtathoracic part of the breast is included so as to not miss a potential tumour in this area. This of course also necessitates compression of the pectoral muscle.

**Image quality**

As noted, there are two reasons for breast compression: reduced patient dose, and increased image quality. Image quality is a broadly defined term, but in the case of breast compression, the improvement comes from two angles: physics and anatomy. The physics side of the issue is that when the breast is compressed, its thickness decreases. This means that there is less tissue for x-ray photons to penetrate and interact with, resulting in less absorbed dose and less scattered radiation, even though there will be an increase of breast area. The reduction of scatter will improve the signal-to-noise ratio, thereby providing a less noisy image. Saunders and Samei [142] suggests that for thickness differences of less than 5 mm there is no clinically discernible effect on image quality caused by photon interactions, as long as exposure settings are adapted to the new thickness. The anatomical side is that when the breast is compressed, tissue is forced to move perpendicular to the applied force, being spread out on the breast support of the mammography device (the tissue of the breast has a Poisson’s ratio, $\nu$, close to the perfect value of 0.5, meaning that it does not change volume while under compression). Spreading out tissue, i.e. separating overlaying structures, allows better visualization of lesions, particularly those located in areas of dense tissue. Better separation of structures is one of the reasons cited to explain the fact that some tumours are better visible in the CC-view than in the MLO-view [49, 50].

Compression is also employed in breast tomosynthesis, apparently for the same reasons. However, as a quasi-3D technique, it does not straightforwardly follow that tomosynthesis, despite its many similarities with mammography, would benefit in the same way. For example, although compression separates structures in a plane perpendicular to the applied force, it also decreases separation in depth. It is currently unknown to what extent breast compression thus improves the image quality in breast tomosynthesis and whether it is necessary to maintain the same levels of compression force.
Pain

Some women consider breast compression to be painful. Studies have reported that 25-42% of women undergoing mammography experience either discomfort or pain [19]. Peipins et al. reported that 25% of US women rated their experience of screening 30 months after their latest mammogram as at least moderately painful [143]. It would thus appear plausible that remembered pain can possibly dissuade women from attending later screening (see Attendance above).

Interventions to improve compression

Various interventions designed to limit pain for examined women and/or better standardize the application of breast compression have been proposed. As current practice varies, there is no recognized optimal level of compression, either based on applied force, thickness reduction or estimated pressure.

Poulos and McLean argued for measuring the actual degree to which the breast is compressed, i.e. compressibility based compression [17, 144]. By applying an initial compression of 30 N they were able to predict the compressibility of the breast, and from that estimate the minimum breast thickness that could be achieved. They noted that for 74% of women, minimum achievable breast thickness was not achieved with the force applied by the radiographer.

A similar approach is implemented by Siemens, employing the OPCOMP system which continually measures the ratio between thickness decrease and applied force, automatically stopping compression when further force application no longer meaningfully affects breast thickness. This follows the principal that for many materials (see Mechanical Properties of Breast Tissue, below), the greater the degree of deformation (compression) the greater the resistance to further deformation becomes, i.e. the system is intended to halt compression when further application of force does not improve compression.

Standardization based on mean breast pressure has been proposed by a group at the University of Amsterdam [137, 138, 145]. The basic idea is that through measuring the contact area between the breast and compression plate and recording the compression force, one can calculate the mean pressure on the breast, or rather the mean pressure on the contact area. They have recommended 10 kPa as a suitable mean pressure, citing that pressure should not exceed diastolic blood pressure so as to not constrict blood flow. According to published data, contact area correlates with breast area, though not strongly. In earlier publications by the same group various different ways of estimating contact area were employed, at first retrospectively using data from breast density assessment software. Currently, the group collaborates with Sigmascreening (Amsterdam, the Netherlands) which manufactures a compression...
plate that continually measures contact area through changes in electrical conductivity and stops application of compression force once a pre-set pressure level is reached.

As mentioned, breast tomosynthesis potentially requires different considerations with regard to breast compression. Förnvik et al. investigated reducing compression force by half from a base level of ~100 N [22]. The results indicated that not only was there relatively little difference in thickness (5.8 mm on average) but there was no substantial difference in image quality of the resulting tomosynthesis images. Similar results have been reported both with breast tomosynthesis and mammography [21, 23]. Regarding pain, results of reducing compression force varies. Concerning screen-film mammography, Poulos and McLean found, in a study on 114 women taking part in the Australian breast screening program, that reducing compression force by 30 N did not affect breast thickness for 24% of imaged women [17]. Reduced image quality was reported.

Several manufacturers have implemented so-called “flexible” compression plates [146-149]. This can refer to both flexible (hinged) mountings or to the plate itself being made of more pliant forms of plastic, or to a combination of the two. In any case, the flexible plate is intended to conform to the breast and thereby improve compression. While a conventional rigid compression plate forces the breast to assume an essentially flat profile parallel to the detector, using a flexible plate results in a thickness gradient from nipple to chest wall, with the compressed breast being at its thinnest at the nipple. For one mammography unit with a flexible compression plate, Selenia Dimensions (Hologic, inc., Marlborough, MA, USA), the median tilt angle has been estimated to be ~2° [148]. Broeders et al. [146] suggests that at least one manufacturer’s flexible compression plate unacceptably impairs the diagnostic quality of mammograms as the retroglandular (juxtathoracic) tissue is either not included or imaged well, relying on retrospective data from the Dutch screening program. There was no evident difference in pain or discomfort.

Other interventions have included using soft cushions on the breast support [150-152], and allowing the woman to compress the breast herself [153]. Such interventions generally decrease discomfort at the cost of image quality [154].

**Mechanical imaging**

Mechanical imaging, also known as tactile imaging refers to the method of applying a set force to an object and acquiring quantitative or qualitative data about the mechanical properties of the materials comprising the object. This can be done through measuring the resultant mechanical stress (pressure) on the surface of the compressed object.
Elastic materials, i.e. materials that regain their original shape after deformation – to at least some degree of deformation – are defined by the following expression:

\[ \sigma = E \varepsilon \]

\( E \) is Young’s modulus, \( \sigma \) is the stress exerted on the material and \( \varepsilon \) is the material strain (Figure 3). Young’s modulus thus defines the relationship between the applied pressure on the material and the deformation of the material due to that pressure; Young’s modulus can therefore be said to denote the stiffness of a material when subjected to uniaxial stress. The related shear modulus, \( G \), denotes the stiffness of a material with regard to shear stress (such as in shear-wave elastography), though in the case of isotropic materials, i.e. materials which respond identically regardless of the axis of applied stress, these quantities are not independent of each other but related by the simple equation

\[ 2G(1 + \nu) = E \]

where \( \nu \) is the Poisson’s ratio, which approaches 0.5 for most forms of breast tissue [155]. This means that these two quantities can be used essentially interchangeably to denote the stiffness of soft tissue.

Most materials that are defined as elastic behave linearly elastic only in a certain strain range; above that strain level they become plastic, i.e. the deformation is no longer reversible. For certain materials, denoted non-linearly elastic, \( E \) is a function of \( \varepsilon \), i.e. the stiffness of the material depends on the degree of deformation.

When compressed with an even load, an object consisting of several materials with distinct Young’s moduli receives equal strain, but the stress – pressure – on a material is proportional to the difference between the moduli of the materials making up the object. This is valid under the assumption that the load is applied with an object essentially rigid compared to the compressed materials (had it instead been essentially flexible in comparison to the compressed object the stress would have been even and the strain would be proportional to \( E \)). Mechanical imaging used in this way cannot therefore determine any absolute value of \( E \), only a relative difference between the moduli of different tissue types. Mechanical imaging is thus similar to, but distinct from, elastography. As described above, elastography directly measures the elastic modulus by quantifying the deformation of individual components within the imaged object. Sarvazyan [28, 156], considering both mechanical imaging (abbreviated as MI) and elastography as forms of elasticity imaging, noted that:

“…MI may be called “stress imaging”, in contrast to other elasticity imaging techniques, which are estimating tissue displacement and referred to as “strain imaging”.”
Figure 3: An illustration of the elastic modulus $E$ (Young’s modulus). $E$ relates the mechanical stress, $\sigma$, on an object to its strain, $\varepsilon$. The strain is defined as the ratio between the deformed length of the object – when subjected to stress – and its original length, while stress has the unit of force per unit area, i.e. pressure. A higher Young’s modulus means that a material is more resistant to strain, i.e. more stress is required to change its thickness. The illustration shows a cubical object where each face has the area $A$, compressed with an evenly distributed force $F$. Note that the decrease in thickness is matched by an expansion of width. For elastic materials which are incompressible, e.g. rubber, but also most biological tissue, this expansion is such that the volume of the material is constant.

Mechanical properties of breast tissue

Krouskop et al. measured the Young’s moduli of breast tissue and various forms of breast lesions excised from the breast and found all materials to be non-linearly elastic, with increasing stiffness at higher degrees of deformation [155]. In short, fibroglandular tissue is stiffer than adipose tissue, and becomes more so with increasing compression. Also, the various forms of breast lesions (malignant and benign) are stiffer than normal tissue, and also differ from each other, with malignant lesions appearing to be stiffer, (though sample sizes were relatively small). Of the three main types of invasive breast carcinoma, data from shear-wave elastography indicate that lobular and ductal carcinoma have similar stiffness, while tubular carcinomas are somewhat less stiff [108, 157]. There also seem to be variations in stiffness based on tumour histologic grade and size. However, as the transient shear waves create deformations of very different duration and magnitude than static mechanical imaging, their applicability in this field cannot be guaranteed.
The breast does, of course, not consist of clearly differentiated regions purely made up of one type of tissue; fibroglandular tissue is embedded within adipose tissue as noted above. The measurable pressure on the breast surface is therefore indicative of the composite stiffness of the materials in that particular piece of breast tissue (see Figure 4). As noted earlier, it is therefore not possible to directly infer properties of a particular material, only to detect relative variations in stiffness, even if the applied force, in contrast to strain elastography, is known.

Figure 4: A simplified example of the factors influencing the distribution of pressure, or stress, on the surface of a compressed breast with a lesion, or nodule, of tissue with. To calculate the stress on the location of the lesion, \( \sigma_l \), it is important to recognize that, even at its simplest, the situation involves both parallel (1) and serial (2) combinations of two materials with different elastic modulus. The parallel case means that, for an even load (such as from a flat compression plate that is essentially rigid compared to the breast) the strain on the two materials is equal, giving rise to different stress; \( \sigma_l \) on the lesion and \( \sigma_b \) on the breast. The stress is dependent on the local elastic modulus. The effective local elastic modulus of the tissue including the lesion is derived by considering the case of serial compression of materials. In the serial case, the materials are subject to equal stress, which implies different strain, \( \varepsilon_l \) of the lesion and \( \varepsilon_b \) of the breast. This allows us to define an effective elastic modulus as if the serially connected tissues were made up of a single material.

### Mechanical imaging of the breast

Clinical breast examination (palpation) is basically equivalent to mechanical imaging, the only difference being that instead of subjectively comparing the stiffness of a lesion using touch alone, mechanical imaging provides a measurable quantity denoting its relative stiffness which can be recorded and stored. A study comparing manual
palpation of spherical nodules in a phantom with mechanical imaging of the same found mechanical imaging to detect lesions at a greater tissue depth [158]. For example, a 6 mm nodule was detected by palpation at a maximum depth of 10 mm, while mechanical imaging detected it at a depth of 17.5 mm.

Egorov et al. has studied and described the utility of a handheld clinical mechanical imaging device intended specifically for breast imaging, the SureTouch system (Medical Tactile, Inc., Los Angeles, CA, USA). The system looks similar to a standard ultrasound probe, but substitutes the ultrasound array for a small matrix of capacitive pressure sensors [158, 159]. The operator presses the probe against the breast and moves it around to scan as much as possible of the breast volume while specialized software records data and composites it into a full relative stiffness map of the breast. One feature of the system is attempted differentiation of benign and malignant lesions through a number of measured quantities, e.g. hardness, shape and mobility. In a study on 179 women from four sites presenting with suspected breast cancer, the group demonstrated a sensitivity of 87.5% and a specificity of 84.4% when using a Bayesian classifier to combine six lesion differentiation features [159]. Theoretical and phantom studies show that the detectability of masses in soft tissue are dependent on lesion depth, size and hardness [28]. Though a study of breast cancer cost effectiveness by Sarvazayan et al. [82] optimistically indicates that mechanical imaging using a hand-held probe could be a highly cost-effective screening modality, the technique still requires a trained operator and examination times broadly equivalent to that of breast ultrasound. Data on its clinical performance is limited, especially in a screening setting.

Other similar devices have been documented, such as the Breast View System (Breast View System; Assurance Medical Corp, Hopkinton, Mass, USA). Wellman et al. proposed the use of this device to improve the accuracy of clinical breast palpation, stating that:

“In a limited clinical trial on 24 surgical patients, lump size was estimated with less than 17% mean absolute error when compared with ex-vivo size measurements. This is more than twice as accurate as either clinical breast examination or ultrasound examination of the same lumps.” [160]

Similar devices have been used for mechanical vaginal and prostate imaging [161, 162].
Tekscan pressure sensors

Papers I-IV in this thesis have employed pressure sensors manufactured by Tekscan Inc. (South Boston, MA, USA). This overview will describe the different systems we have used and provide a short review of various papers reporting their use and applicability in different situations.

Technical description

Tekscan manufactures a range of different sensors systems for various industrial, ergonomic, medical and experimental purposes. The sensors are a form of force sensing resistors (FSR), a form of force sensors consisting of two conductive layers separated by a layer of insulating ink. Sub-micrometre conductive particles are suspended in the ink, so that when a force is applied and compresses the ink, the distance between the particles decreases, increasing the conductivity of the circuit. The change in electrical impedance is largely linear to applied force over a certain force range, before reaching a plateau after which additional compression has little effect.

The entire sensor matrix is printed on thin mylar sheets and is ~0.1 mm thick, depending on the exact model of sensor. It is normally attached to an additional protective mylar backing which is somewhat thicker, and can be removed if needed, e.g. if the sensor needs to be attached to a highly flexible surface.

Calibration and equilibration equipment is available for the sensor, and specialized pc hardware and software is used to be able to interface with the sensor and store measurements digitally. The analogue output of each sensor element is translated into an 8-bit digital signal (0-255), with the A/D gain factor set by adjusting sensitivity in the measuring software. Equilibration equalizes the output of different sensors elements at one or more even loads by applying individual scale factors to each element, while calibration translates the digital output of the elements to pressure readings through either a linear or polynomial calibration function. The sensor has non-linearity of <3%, repeatability of <3.5% and full-scale hysteresis of <4.5%.

Two different models of sensors were employed in the studies included in this thesis.

I-scan 9801

Intended for general-purpose experimental applications, the I-scan 9801 consists of a matrix of 96 sensor elements divided into 6 columns of 16 elements each (Figure 5). The sensor matrix has a total area of 203.2 mm x 76.2 mm. The spatial resolution of the sensor is 12.7 mm, which is the spacing between the centres of sensor elements. The actual sensitive area of each sensor element is 6.3 mm x 7.9 mm. The sensor matrix is 0.18 mm thick, attached to a thicker plastic backing. For our experiments, this plastic
backing was generally retained to protect the sensor, as it was used attached to an even more solid backing, either the compression plate or the detector cover of the mammography device.

The 9801 sensors that we used had a recommended maximum pressure range of 35 kPa (meaning that higher values than 35 kPa are less reliable). Equilibration and calibration was performed using a device supplied by the manufacturer which employed a Kevlar membrane to apply an even pressure to the sensor (inserted beneath the membrane and locked into place). Pressure is measured by an attached manometer, and set by putting weights on a platform connected to the membrane. The calibration equipment is rated for a full-scale gauge accuracy of 3%.

**BPMS 5350**

The BPMS (Body Pressure Measurement System) sensor is intended for measuring interface pressure between skin and other materials, used in applications such as seating and bedding analysis (Figure 5). It is more flexible and robust than the I-scan sensors and is encased in a rubbery protective material. The model 5350 sensor has 41 columns of 38 elements, for a total of 1558 sensor elements with a 10.0 mm spatial resolution. The sensor has recommended maximum pressure of 41 kPa. Both calibration and equilibration are performed using a vacuum calibration device capable of applying evenly distributed pressure up to 180 mmHg = 24 kPa. The full-scale gauge accuracy of the calibration equipment is 1%.

**Scientific use**

The reproducibility and accuracy of measurements of the Tekscan system has been investigated by, among others, Brimacombe *et al.* who found the measurement accuracy of the system to be highly dependent on the calibration method used [163]. Multi-point calibrations (in which more than two known pressure levels are used) proved to yield better accuracy than linear and two-point calibrations, and in general using calibration pressures closer to the saturation limit were found to increase accuracy. Tekscan sensors have been found to be more accurate than the Fuji Film Prescale pressure measurement system, which has been a “…standard tool in orthopaedic and bioengineering research.” [164]

Other notable scientific uses of the Tekscan system have been plantar pressure measurements in shoes and of barefoot feet [165, 166], measurements of internal pressures in artificial joints [164, 167] and in studies of railroads [168]. More pertinent to the scope of this thesis, several studies have used various Tekscan sensors to study the distribution of pressure on different areas of the body from backpacks and other load-bearing devices [169-171].
Figure 5: Illustration of Tekscan sensors, Iscan 9801 (left) and BPMS 5350 (right). The smaller 9801 sensor has 96 sensor elements, with a 12.7 mm spatial resolution. The elements are arranged in 6 columns of 16, with each column further divided into four strips of four elements connected to a common circuit. The larger 5350 has 38 columns of 41 sensor elements with a 10 mm spatial resolution. The 5350 sensor is considerably softer and more pliable than the 9801 model, allowing it to be more easily bent and adapted to a surface.
Summary of papers

The papers making up this dissertation can be divided into two topics covering the optimization of breast compression using mechanical imaging data, and the diagnostic use of mechanical imaging to detect and characterize tumours. All studies were approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board of Lund University and the local radiation safety committee at Skåne University Hospital and Unilabs AB (if applicable).

Optimization of breast compression – Papers I + II

Paper I – Breast Compression in Mammography: Pressure Distribution Patterns

This study was intended to attempt to explain the fact that reduction in breast compression force seem to have little effect on compressed breast thickness by directly measuring the distribution of pressure – or more accurately stress – on the breast using FSR (Force Sensitive Resistor) pressure sensors designed by Tekscan, specifically I-scan 9801. Patients were enrolled, after informed consent, from the breast cancer screening program and asked to have two extra compressions of one breast (the left, in the MLO view), one with standard compression force and one with roughly half the standard compression force, while the distribution of pressure on the compression plate was measured using two pressure sensors, each with 6x16 sensor elements with a spatial resolution of 12.7 mm. The sensors covered most of the compression plate, placed for maximum breast coverage (Figure 6). The breast thickness displayed on the mammography unit was also recorded. The women were asked to rate their experience of pain during the two compressions on two separate visual analogue scales (VAS). The pressure images were then matched with the corresponding mammogram acquired as part of standard screening mammography in order to further match pressure distribution with anatomy, dividing the breast into three regions (inner, middle and outer breast) and individually measuring force on these regions.

A total of 103 women were included in the study, with women with breast implants being excluded. Later investigation found no biopsy-proven breast cancers in the group.
All imaging was carried out on a MAMMOMAT Inspiration Tomosynthesis unit (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a flexible compression plate. Full compression force was on average 95.4 N, with the reduced compression force being 54.3 N, i.e. 56% of the full value. This resulted in an average thickness difference of just 1.8 mm. Compressed breast thickness had strong negative correlation with force over the middle breast (P< .0001). Mean breast pressure was 2.1 kPa at full compression, and 1.6 kPa at reduced compression (P<.0001). Force on the middle breast was 18.9 N at full compression and 12.5 N at reduced compression, or 66% of the full value (P<.0001).

Pain according to the VAS scale was twice as high with standard compared to reduced compression force, 34 compared to 17 (P<.0001). A multi-variate regression analysis showed that pain was dependant on the mutually independent variables breast area, mean pressure on dense tissue and compressed breast thickness (see Table 2).

There was little difference in pressure distribution patterns for full and reduced force for the same breast, but pressure distributions in general were highly heterogeneous.
Four distinct pressure patterns were defined, and the women were assigned to the most appropriate group, or to a fifth group making up those who could not otherwise be classified. Figure 7 shows the different groups, with the mean pressure distribution of all women included in that group.

From the patterns, it was clear that a large proportion of women undergoing mammography have almost no pressure on the breast itself, as seen clearly in group D but also in group C. Group A showed considerable pressure on the central breast, but also very high pressure along the chest wall and on the pectoral muscle; this was also the largest group. The smallest group, B, was the only group to have high pressure on the central breast without correspondingly high pressure on the chest wall. This group also showed the highest levels of pain by a wide margin, 70 on the VAS scale compared to 34 for the whole population, at full compression.

In short, the results showed that a large amount of the compression force is absorbed in the juxtathoracic area, with in many cases little or no pressure on the breast itself. Reducing compression by 50% had little effect on breast thickness, but reduced experienced pain.

Table 2 Multiple linear regression pain model. A small breast area, a high compressed breast thickness and high pressure over dense breast tissue are associated with increased pain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>39.24</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast area</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>-0.334 – -0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast thickness</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.053 – 1.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pressure over dense tissue</td>
<td>3.346</td>
<td>0.891 – 5.801</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7: The four pressure distribution groups identified in Paper I. A further group, U, was defined as those who did not fit into any of these groups. Group A is characterized by relatively high pressure on most of the breast, group B by high pressure on the breast, but no pressure on the juxtathoracic area. Group C has high pressure on the juxtathoracic area, extending to the breast and finally group D has high pressure on the juxtathoracic area but almost no pressure on the breast. Note that this is all based on MLO data.

Paper II – Distribution of pressure on the breast in mammography using flexible and rigid compression plates

This study investigated whether the choice of rigid or flexible compression plate would impact the distribution of pressure on the breast. The working hypothesis was that a flexible compression plate which conforms somewhat to the breast should show a relatively higher pressure on the outer breast, and a relatively lower pressure closer to the chest wall compared to a rigid plate, i.e. it should show a redistribution of force from the stiff juxtathoracic region to the softer breast. In addition, a dynamic recording of the pressure distribution during the entire positioning, compression and imaging
process was made for both compression plates, to gain a better understanding both of the two types of plates and of the compression process in general.

The study was carried out on a Senographe Essentials mammography unit (GE Healthcare, Buc, France), using included flexible and rigid compression plates. It enrolled 28 women recruited from among those recalled from screening for further clinical work-up. They were subjected to two additional breast compressions (of the same breast), with both the flexible and rigid paddle in randomized order, using the same compression force (as far as possible). The first 15 women were examined in the CC-position, and the latter 13 in the MLO position.

A radiographer supported the woman during the change of compression plates, and care was taken to maintain the position of the breast for both compressions. An FSR pressure sensor matrix was attached to the detector cover – of a different model than that used in Paper I, Tekscan BPMS 5350 – and set to dynamically record the pressure distribution at a 10 Hz frequency. Recording was started as soon as the compression plate made contact with the breast and stopped when the breast was released. In order to be able to match pressure readings with breast contours and anatomical features low-dose mammograms (5 mAs, same kVp as used for the corresponding standard mammogram) were acquired of the breast compressed with both plates.

As in paper I, each woman was asked to rate her experience of pain during the two compressions separately on two VAS scales.

For both the CC and MLO view, the flexible compression plate managed to achieve a significantly higher mean pressure on the breast, 3.0 kPa compared to 2.5 kPa in CC and 1.1 kPa compared to 0.7 kPa in MLO. Breast thickness was likewise substantially lower with the flexible plate, 50.8 mm compared to 61.5 mm with rigid plate. The ratio of the force applied to the force measured over the breast was significantly higher with the flexible plate, both in CC, 33% vs 27%, and in MLO, 26% vs 17%.

Experienced pain was rated similarly for both plates. Twelve women rated the plates as equally painful, 8 women rated the flexible as more painful and 8 women rated the rigid as more painful. Six women rated the rigid plate as causing moderate or higher pain (>50% of VAS scale maximum) compared to 5 women on the flexible plate.

By comparing the peak mean breast pressure during compression – usually achieved immediately prior to the end of force application – to the stable pressure level maintained during the imaging phase, it was found that the flexible compression plate maintained similar ratios on both CC and MLO, 86% and 81% respectively. The rigid plate showed an equivalent ratio on CC, 87%, but a significantly lower level on MLO, 57%.

The results of the study suggest that neither the flexible nor the rigid plate manage to distribute more than a third of the applied compression force to the breast, with the rest absorbed in the juxtathoracic region. The flexible plate however achieves a
substantially lower thickness (though because of the non-flat profile of the breast, the effective difference is lower) and greater compression pressure on the clinically relevant parts of the breast, particularly for the MLO view. In addition, results show that in the MLO view, the rigid compression plate is unable to maintain the desired level of compression set by radiographer through the imaging process. As there was no apparent difference in pain between the two compression plates, the study strongly suggests that the flexible plate is superior, allowing either improved compression at the same level of discomfort or equivalent compression at a lower force level, likely reducing discomfort.

Diagnostic aspects of mechanical imaging – Papers III + IV

Paper III – No evidence for shedding of circulating tumor cells into the peripheral venous blood as a result of mammographic breast compression

The main goal of this study was to investigate whether breast compression leads to the release of circulating tumour cells (CTC) into peripheral venous blood if a cancer is present in the breast. The number of CTC per unit volume in peripheral venous blood has been established as an independent prognostic factor of breast cancer, meaning that such a release could potentially be harmful, though establishment of any actual effects of e.g. mortality was beyond the scope of the study. In order to investigate if breast compression could potentially disseminate breast cancer, it was necessary to measure the distribution of pressure on the breast to ensure pressure on the breast tumour, as results from Paper I showed that large parts of the breast remain essentially uncompressed even at the application of substantial compression force. A further goal was to possibly establish a correlation between tumour pressure and the amount of detected CTCs.

Women recalled from breast cancer screening or presenting with symptomatic breast cancer were recruited to the study. In order to avoid having to investigate a large number of benign cases, a radiologist pre-selected patients that by virtue of their screening mammography or their clinical report were deemed to have a high risk of malignancy. In total 24 women were included, 13 were screening recalls and 11 were clinical patients. 23 had malignant lesions and 1 had a benign cyst.

Women had an extra mammogram acquired for the purposes of the study, with two of the I-scan 9801 sensors used in Paper I attached to the compression plate. The extra full-dose mammogram was seen as necessary in order to be able to directly match sensor data with radiographic area and thus accurately be able to measure pressure on the tumour. Blood samples were drawn prior to and after compression, and CTC count measured using the CellSearch system (Veridex, Raritan, NJ, USA).
Measurements showed that four women were CTC positive prior to compression, and two of them were also positive subsequent to compression. All women who were CTC negative prior to compression were also CTC negative after compression. Blood samples were drawn on average 5.1 minutes after compression.

Average mean tumour pressure was 6.8 kPa, with a minimum value of 1.0 kPa, which was significantly higher than the mean breast pressure of 3.4 kPa (P<0.001).

The results of the study indicate that the pressures experienced by tumours during breast compression are not high enough to cause any release of CTCs to peripheral venous blood. Further, the study shows that the presence of a malignant tumour influences local stiffness enough to cause the local pressure to increase to about twice the mean pressure on the breast.

Paper IV – Can mechanical imaging increase the specificity of mammography screening?

This study investigated whether the addition of adjunct mechanical imaging to screening mammography could be used to better characterize malignant and benign breast lesions, specifically as a means to reduce the number of recalls and biopsies.

Paper III showed that the stiffness differential between malignant lesions and normal breast tissue was detectable as a relatively substantial difference in pressure on the lesion site using pressure sensors attached to the compression plate. This study was thus undertaken in order to investigate whether the same was true for benign lesions, and whether malignant lesions could be distinguished from them.

Two of the same I-scan 9801 pressure sensors used in Papers I and III were used to measure breast pressure during compression. A low-dose mammogram (5 mAs) was acquired to be able to match pressure readings with suspicious locations on mammography. We defined the quantity Relative Mean Pressure on lesion Area (RMPA), as the mean pressure on 3x3 sensor elements centred on the suspicious lesion.

Women were recruited from among those recalled from mammography screening, excluding those with breast implants and those scheduled for stereotactic biopsy (to avoid adding additional examination time to an already lengthy procedure). In total, 155 women were included in the study. After acquisition of x-rays images and mechanical imaging, one suspicious lesion that was the reason for recall was identified for each woman, and RMPA was recorded as described above. In the case of more than one lesion, the one with the highest RMPA was chosen.

For 45 women, no RMPA value could be established, mainly due to technical problems related to the prototype sensor system, and in some cases because the lesion was outside of the field-of-view or located on the pectoral muscle or on the chest wall, not present
on recall and on occasion due to low or no pressure on the lesion area. Data from the remaining 110 showed a median RMPA of 3.0 for biopsy proven invasive breast cancer (11 cases) and median RMPA of 1.0 and 1.3 respectively for non-biopsied (53 cases) and biopsy proven benign (43 cases), differences which were statistically significant (P < 0.0001). Outside of these groups were two non-invasive breast cancers, ductal carcinoma in-situ – both presenting only as microcalcifications with no associated mass – with RMPA of 0.6 and 0.9, and a single case of non-Hodgkins lymphoma. Figure 8 gives an overview of results.

Figure 8: Boxplot of the RMPA (Relative Mean Pressure over suspicious Area) of the women included in Paper IV. The subgroups are those with biopsy-proven malignant invasive breast cancer, those that are biopsy-proven benign and those who were not biopsied and thus likely benign. In addition, two cases of ductal-carcinoma in situ and one case of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma are included. The lowest RMPA value for malignant breast cancer is 1.4, compared to the median values of benign lesions, which is about 1.

The lowest RMPA for invasive cancer was 1.4. Of the benign cases (biopsy proven and likely benign), 56 had RMPA below 1.4, including 23 which were biopsied (with the total amount of biopsies at 71).
So, if adjunct mechanical imaging was implemented and available at breast cancer screening, and women were only recalled if they had a suspicious finding and RMPA readings on that suspicious finding (whether an actual lesion or not) were over the minimum threshold for malignancy, the results from this study suggests that a 36% reduction in recalls and 32% reduction in biopsies would be possible, without missing any additional invasive cancers.
However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.

Winston Churchill
Discussion and concluding remarks

Optimization of breast compression

There are two main items of new knowledge gained from Papers I and II which helps confirm, explain or refute a number of major points of previous publications in the field, some raised in conjunction with our publications. These are both the result of analysis of the pressure distribution on the breast in different situations. Firstly, the distribution of pressure on the breast is heterogeneous when an even load is applied to it and, secondly, the distribution of pressure varies widely between different individuals.

The groups qualitatively identified in Paper I show that it is not possible to state recommendations on breast compression simply on breast area, contact area with the compression plate and compression force. The force was essentially the same in all cases and both breast area and contact area were very similar for all groups, implying that no simple size difference separates the groups. It is rather the location of the pressurized area that is important: group B and D might have the same pressurized area, but it seems more beneficial to have that area centred on the breast rather than in the juxtathoracic area.

The heterogeneity of the pressure distribution can be clearly exemplified by contrasting the mean pressure of the pressurized area of the breast actually measured by the pressure sensors with the predicted pressure arrived at by dividing the applied force by breast area. Paper I showed a mean pressure on the breast of 2.1 kPa (at full compression), and 5.6 kPa over pressurized areas. Simply dividing applied force by breast area yields a very different result, 4.9 kPa, and the same is true even if we instead base calculations on the pressurized area, 10.9 kPa (the pressurized area of the breast here is defined as the part of the breast showing pressure values above the noise level of the sensor). Previous publications have similarly suggested that the mean pressure on the compressed area is 14 kPa or higher, and should be limited to diastolic blood pressure, 10 kPa, to avoid constricting blood flow [138, 145]. Though the size of the compressed area and the pressurized area might differ, this still shows a large discrepancy with the actual pressure values found on the breast.

Partly, this is explained by the fact that some sensor elements on the breast are saturated, causing underestimation of the pressure values and also to a lesser degree by the partial area effect. It is of course impossible to determine how high the pressure values on
saturated elements actually are, but observing the fact that the total measured force on the breast in Paper I is roughly 50% of the applied force gives an idea.

There are two possibilities for the missing force (discounting measurement errors, discussed in more detail in the next section): either the force is in saturated elements, or the force is distributed outside of the sensor. The I-scan 9801 sensors used in Paper I covered the breast in the majority of cases, except for a narrow strip at the edges of the panel, both because of the geometry of the sensor (there is a ~3 mm wide gap from the sensor edge to the sensing elements) and because of the geometry of compression plate with its slightly rounded edge. The only region outside of the sensor is thus bordered by, almost always, high pressure values and the vast majority of saturated sensor elements, suggesting that it experiences similarly high pressure values.

The hypothesis that this narrow region accounts for the missing force is strongly supported by the fact that in Paper II, which uses the BPMS 5350 sensor that has a wider gap of ~10 mm, the ratio of force applied to force measured is even lower, 26% for the flexible plate and 17% for the rigid plate in the MLO projection (also used in Paper I). The juxtathoracic and axillary regions making up this area are normally thicker than the breast (if they are not, the likely result is group B of Paper I) and prominently include the pectoral muscle and proportionally high levels of connective tissue, meaning that they are stiff in relation to the rest of the breast. In a conference paper we repositioned breasts to partially avoid compression of the juxtathoracic area by moving them 1 cm further back supports this explanation, as mean breast pressure and pressurized breast area both increased [172]. This is very similar to the results of Paper II, as the fact that a higher force is measured on the breast using the flexible plate, even though the applied force is the same, is strongly implied to be caused by redistribution of force from a previously more compressed region, i.e. the juxtathoracic area (Figure 9).
Our data shows that pressures in the juxtathoracic area are very high, 40 kPa or higher in many cases, with actual pressure likely to be higher, especially outside the sensors area. Even if only the pressure actually on the breast is considered, it is clear that some regions experience very high pressures, substantially more than the 10 kPa suggested to constrict arterial blood flow [138, 145].

Several studies have shown that increasing compression above a certain level causes mostly pain and suggested that reduction of compression force have little effect on breast thickness [17, 21-23]. A high distribution of compression force to the thicker juxtathoracic area means that its stiffness increases proportionally to the less compressed breast at an equal compressed thickness. This means that to decrease the thickness of the relatively soft breast, the much stiffer, already compressed, juxtathoracic area must be compressed just as much, limiting the effect of additional compression force on thickness, but disproportionately increasing pressure on this area and therefore causing additional pain. Paper II suggests that using a flexible compression plate can alleviate this by allowing the thickness of the juxtathoracic area to be higher than that of the breast itself, and thus allowing a more even degree of compression at the prize of a non-uniform breast profile. However, pain was equivalent with either plate, which can
potentially have a number of explanations. We theorize that, for most women, the pain arises mainly from the juxtathoracic area using the rigid plate and the breast using the flexible plate. As the breast is the more tender of the two areas, as evidenced by the pain model of Paper I which showed a strong dependency with pressure over dense tissue, even a relatively small increase in pressure, as the one seen in Paper II will thus increase pain there and counter a reduction in pain in the overly compressed juxtathoracic area. Paper I also uses a flexible compression plate, though from a different manufacturer, and shows similar pressure value levels in the central breast.

Pain results in Paper I can have been systematically affected by always using the same order: full compression followed by reduced compression. This can be argued to have potentially affected the results in either direction: either the relief of not having as high a force on the second round gave rise to a feeling of relief, or residual tenderness from the first compression made the second one disproportionately painful. The first explanation can be considered more likely, all the more so as women were not blinded to the order in which they were compressed. Paper II used a superior methodology of randomizing the order, and those results should be more reliable.

Though it is difficult to directly compare the thickness readouts from different mammography units and models of compression plates, Paper I does show a noticeably lower differential in thickness from reduced compression force compared to a previous study with equivalent force levels but using a rigid compression plate [22]. The measured 1.8 mm difference in thickness implies a higher value close to the chest wall. Data from Kallenberg et al. suggests that the median tilt angle of the Hologic Selenia Dimensions flexible compression plate is ~2° [148]. Assuming that the same is true for the Siemens system, this means that the thickness at the chest wall would be roughly 7 mm greater than at the plate edge (plate dimensions being 20 x 28 cm).

While it must thus be kept in mind that thickness is necessarily defined differently for a flexible plate, this still seems to show that once compressed to a certain degree (showing mean pressures of ~3-5 kPa) further application of force has little effect on either pressure on, or thickness of, the breast itself. One can speculate that because the flexible plate is inherently designed with a maximum degree of flex, once it has reached this inclination it behaves essentially like a rigid plate and, to further reduce thickness, must now compress both the now already well-compressed breast and the moderately compressed juxtathoracic area. This might mean that the overall stiffness, or elastic modulus, of this combination of tissues is greater than that of a poorly compressed breast and an overly compressed juxtathoracic region, explaining the divergent results. The mean pressure over the pressurized area of the breast (on the sensor) at reduced compression in Paper I is 82% of the same value at full compression, implying that most of the additional force is absorbed elsewhere. Thus, a reduction of compression force would seem prudent, as it reduces experienced pain and substantially affects
neither the thickness of nor the pressure on the clinically most relevant parts of the breast.

Paper II shows that the compression equipment is unable to keep the level of compression desired by the radiographer, as the mean pressure drops after the peak value is achieved. This is often seen during examinations, as we saw during the studies: the force readout on the machine drops after the radiographer stops applying force and walks to the operating terminal to acquire images. This is analogous to the end of the “cinch” phase of compression described in other literature [173]. The problem is especially pronounced for MLOs acquired on the rigid compression plate, where the peak force is twice as high as the force during imaging. The reasons for this was clearly observed on the dynamic pressure recordings as the hand of the radiographer can be observed in contact with the pressure sensors on the breast support. Once the hand is removed, pressures drop. As long as one side of the breast is supported by the radiographer’s hand it cannot expand in that direction when compressed, becoming effectively stiffer. As the hand is removed, that support disappears and the breast can expand in that direction. Because of the oblique angle, gravity makes the breast sag further. This is probably part of the explanation for the appearance of the group D breasts from Paper I: after the supporting hand is removed, contact is lost between large parts of the breast and the compression plate, while the juxtathoracic region and pectoral muscle is kept compressed. The flexible compression plate seems to handle this situation better than the rigid, likely because of it making better contact with the breast during the “cinch” phase.

Taking all the above points into mind, it is quite clear that flexible compression plates provides “better” compression than rigid compression plates using the same amount of force. This is accomplished by redistributing force from clinically less relevant areas, to clinically more relevant ones. Pain is constant. Though Broeders et al. [146] do conclude that flexible compression plates decrease image quality in the juxtathoracic area, it can be argued that the image quality of this area is not as critical as the image quality of the breast itself. Reducing compression force by half likely has little effect on image quality in the breast itself as pressure is not much affected. Earlier literature suggests the same to be true for the rigid compression plate.

Neither Paper I nor II has directly studied the effects on image quality of the various compression modes investigated. This is of course a limitation as to the validity of the results. As noted in the background section, thickness differences in the ranges seen in especially Paper I should have little effect on image quality purely from the point-of-view of radiation absorption and scatter. Any substantial effects would thus be the result of tissue and lesion separation. From this, it can be construed that image quality would be better with higher pressures measured on the breast, indicating higher stress and thus higher strain – compression. So, even if no direct studies of image quality have been carried out, the evidence still supports better image quality with flexible plates and of
women in group A and B compared to group C and D. At least group D is unlikely to be improved by more vigorous compression, as so little force is distributed to the breast. On the other hand, group B, where a much greater degree of force is applied to the breast, should not need to be subjected to as high a force as the other groups, as equivalent pressures over the clinically most relevant parts are reached at a lower level.

Diagnostic aspects of mechanical imaging

The potential usefulness of mechanical imaging of the breast has been investigated before [158, 160], but not in a setting where it is explicitly intended to be used as adjunct screening, without requiring a trained operator or making the examination longer. The difference in elastic modulus between benign and malignant lesions has also been established [104, 155, 174]. The most important point of this thesis on the basis of mechanical imaging of the breast is thus that this difference can, in contrast with earlier results, be registered by a technique that is relatively simple, does not require a trained operator (as in ultrasound) or additional detection algorithms. Further, the difference in stiffness between malignant and benign breast lesions suggests a threshold for malignancy can be established, and be used to potentially increase the specificity of breast screening.

Detectability of nodules using mechanical imaging have been reported to vary by the size and depth of the nodule [158]. Though no data on lesion depth is available from our studies, the fact that all invasive malignant lesions (except for those where readings were inconclusive) showed higher RMPA than the background mean pressure in Paper IV suggests that the effect is relatively minor. Data from Paper III and additional data published in conference proceedings [175] further suggests that malignant tumours are generally detectable despite their depth, as only four of 22 lesions had mean lesion pressure below mean breast pressure, one of which was benign, one of which had very low pressure over the breast – including the lesion location – one was a non-invasive cancer and one was very small. Neither Paper III nor IV found the measured lesion pressures to correlate with lesion size. As radiological and pathologic size often diverges, and in addition, the palpable size of the lesion further differs, it is difficult to conclude the exact cause of this effect. Speculatively, it could be that the palpable size does not correlate closely with the actual size of the carcinoma. It could also be that smaller carcinomas are generally stiffer than larger carcinomas, or that most of the pressure increase detected with mechanical imaging arises over the stiffer core of the lesion and that the size of the core – sometimes containing necrotic tissue – is relatively independent of the tumour size.

Another aspect is what is actually represented by the pressure increase. At least one study has connected the stiffness of the breast with the risk of breast cancer [176]. This
can be seen as a simple consequence of denser breasts having a higher risk of breast cancer, but it can also be construed to mean that areas of increased stiffness have a higher risk of giving rise to carcinomas than softer areas. In that case, it might not be that the tumour itself is the main cause of stiffness increase but that the stiffness implies a high concentration of tissue components from which a tumour might originate.

Regarding possible leakage of CTCs, the results from Paper III seem to preclude a major release of cells from a compressed breast carcinoma. What evidence there exists on the magnitude of a release seemed to suggest that it could be in the region of thousands of cells per ml of blood [177, 178]. It seems possible that a release on that scale could spread the cancer, but as not even an increase of 1 cell per 7.5 ml could be seen, any “forced metastasis” of breast carcinoma caused by mammography can be tentatively ruled-out. In fact, the strain on breast tumours caused by manual breast palpation, for diagnostic purposes or otherwise, is very likely higher than that caused by mammography and would be of a greater risk of spreading the cancer. The possibility remains that an outflow of CTCs occurs, but that it never reaches the venous blood. In fact, there is evidence that CTCs are too large to pass the capillaries of the lung, which raises the question of the actual origin of CTCs [179].

The method we propose in Papers III and IV could be used fully automatically as long as a purpose-built array of sensors and readout-out electronics could be integrated in the compression plate and/or breast support. The methodology described in Paper IV could in essence — and with further investigation, particularly in automatic determination of inconclusive readings — allow the mechanical imaging data to be used without requiring any user input; once the radiologist makes a recommendation to recall and marks the location of a suspicious lesion, software could independently determine whether the marked location is above the threshold for recall based on measured surface stress. The main exception seems to be ductal carcinoma in-situ, specifically when presenting only as microcalcification clusters, as they do not seem to cause any increase in local stiffness.

For the purposes of this analysis, false-positives can be divided into two groups which we can call, lesion and non-lesion. The lesion group consists of benign lesions (cysts etc.) mistaken for malignant lesions, while the non-lesion group consists of all cases where the recall is due to e.g. over-projection of tissue and other forms of suspicious-looking normal breast tissue. Presumably, one can see the biopsy-proven benign group from Paper IV to mainly represent the former group, and the other benign group to represent the latter, likely with a number of exceptions. It could be expected that the system would work better for non-biopsied cases, as over-projection of tissue should not lead to local pressure increases. Contrary to expectations, the mechanical imaging system seems to work better for the biopsied group, with 46% being below the recall threshold compared to 39% for the non-biopsied group. This is perhaps explained by the overrepresentation of inconclusive readings among the non-biopsied group, especially
the cases in which the suspicious feature was not apparent on recall. This is exactly the kind of cases where the system would be most useful as the lack of any lesion, benign or malignant, to increase local pressure would mean that these cases would fall below the recall threshold.

To put the effect of reducing recalls by 36% into perspective, Erhard et al. reported that spectral mammography could potentially reduce recalls by 20% through being able to correctly differentiate benign cysts from well-circumscribed carcinomas, at the cost of 1 missed cancer per 625 correctly diagnosed benign cysts [180]. Egorov et al. suggested that the SureTouch mechanical imaging system used on recalled women in addition to or instead of ultrasound could reduce the biopsy rate by 23% without missing additional cancers, and by 50% at the cost of 4.6% missed cancers [159]. For any such additional information to be useful, it is of course vital that the radiologist can trust the results, both objectively and subjectively. Objective proof of the reliability can be obtained from trials and studies, but it is likely more difficult to make radiologists comfortable with counter-intuitively not recalling suspicious looking findings based on, e.g. a numerical value evaluated by software.

Though, as noted in the Background section, studies on breast tomosynthesis have shown somewhat divergent results, the most optimistic appraisals foresee a 40% reduction of recalls. These results are from a US setting, i.e. the number of recalls is much higher than in European screening programs though the number of detected cancers is not. With this lower specificity, a greater number of the recalled cases should be in the non-lesion group discussed above, so in addition to the recall reduction already affecting a greater proportion of women screened, the ratio of cases below the malignancy threshold might also be greater. Mechanical Imaging might thus potentially have a greater effect in a US setting. In a future of breast tomosynthesis used as a general screening modality, mechanical imaging might also see use as an adjunct to breast tomosynthesis, further improving the method. There is evidence that the increased recalls seen with breast tomosynthesis are partly a result of some better visualized subtle structures looking similar to subtle malignant changes (ref). If that is the case, mechanical imaging could potentially be even more useful in such a setting than together with mammography.

From a practical point-of-view, our mechanical imaging system has both advantages and disadvantages compared to probe-based systems, such as the ones employed by Egorov and Wellman. The chief disadvantage is the inability to selectively examine arbitrary parts of the breast, which leads to the problem seen in Paper IV, i.e. mechanical imaging readings of a substantial number of suspicious lesions are inconclusive as they are located either outside of the field-of-view of the sensors (or for that matter the mammogram) or alternately in poorly compressed regions of the breast. It is thus important to keep the results of both Paper I and II in mind when interpreting the results of Paper III and IV. It would be preferable to have a device which could
more reliably apply compression to the entire breast. On the other side, the two main advantages of using the compression plate as a source of compression is that there is an even load over the entire breast with the result that values from different parts of the breast are directly comparable and that the examination is much quicker, and can even acquire simultaneous dynamic readings on the entire breast as in Paper II.

The threshold for malignancy defined in Paper IV worked well for the lesions identified in that study, but that is not necessarily true for a larger population. One issue is the one already identified in the paper, namely that DCIS has no measurable increase in pressure. The simple solution is for suspicious microcalcifications to always be recalled despite pressure values, at least when seen in isolation from any identifiable mass. The number of DCIS in the study was limited, partly because DCIS in combination with an invasive carcinoma was not defined separately, but also because stereoscopic biopsies were excluded for reasons of expediency. Suspicious microcalcifications are commonly biopsied this way.

Biopsies of benign lesions were generally reported such detail by the pathologists as malignant biopsies. This is the reason why benign lesions are not stratified according to type in Paper IV; data was limited in many cases, with pathologist reports simply stating “benign”. It is also unknown how many of the non-biopsied benign cases represented benign lesions and if some were, in fact, cancers. A false positive diagnosis is in itself known to entail an increased risk of future cancer [181, 182], which raises the question of whether a subgroup of seemingly benign lesions might represent premalignant stages of breast cancer. As of May 2016 no women classified as benign in Paper IV had presented with interval- or screening detected breast cancer, though in a future screening study it would be very interesting to see if the location of interval cancers could be correlated with increased pressure and if benign lesions (biopsied or not) with high pressure values would be at an increased risk of developing into malignant lesions.

**Futures Aspects**

**Image quality studies**

It is necessary to directly establish the difference in image quality suggested in various points of this thesis, preferably both for mammography and breast tomosynthesis. Both the effect of using reduced compression and of using flexible compression plates are important in this regard, as are the various groups seen in Paper I.
Studies on recalled women, or even only on women with diagnosed breast cancer would probably be most prudent, as using the system on a screening material would result in too few cancer cases.

**Defining an optimal level of compression**

Though a broad subject matter, defining a reliable standard of compression is very important. As neither vague older recommendations, rate or magnitude of thickness decrease nor newer ideas about setting a standardized pressure take into account the compression of the most clinically relevant parts of the breast, a different framework needs to be developed. The relevant quantity would be the strain of the fibroglandular tissue, more easily measured as the pressure on that tissue. If pressure measurements can be integrated with the compression plate and used routinely, this could be accomplished. In cases where there is no pressure on dense tissue, a standardized level of force could be used.

**Training of radiographers**

The loss of compression following the “cinch” phase seen in Paper II can perhaps be remedied through training. It would be valuable to study whether knowledge of this and various interventions would lessen this effect.

**Design of new compression plates**

The flexible compression plate appears to quite effectively redistribute compression force from the juxtathoracic area to the central breast. Still, most of the compression force is not distributed to the breast. This is most prominent on MLO. Designing a new compression plate that is flexible in two degrees of freedom rather than just one might be one step on the way to better compression, as it would allow force redistribution from the axillary region as well. Integrating pressure sensors would further allow compression to be adjusted to find an adequate compression level.

**Integration of sensors**

The mechanical imaging system used during the course of this doctoral thesis is an improvised combination of off-the-shelf sensors and software applied to a standard compression plate. Of the various technical issues limiting the scope of studies, perhaps the most serious is that the sensors are prominent on the mammogram used to match
anatomy. It is of paramount importance to compensate for this, either by subtraction imaging or through the use of sensors that have low enough absorption as to not appear on the mammogram.

**Sensitivity of mechanical imaging as an adjunct to screening**

Paper IV has established that adjunct mechanical imaging might increase the specificity of screening, but an equally important aspect is if it could possibly improve sensitivity as well. In a follow-up study, further data on the included patients in Paper IV will be analysed. This includes bilateral imaging and attempts at using asymmetries in pressure distribution to detect cancers. A future embodiment might be a system similar to mammography computer-assisted detection (CAD), where potential sites of tumours are marked on the mammogram based on elevated and/or asymmetric pressure readings.

**Randomized screening studies**

Papers III and IV suggest that mechanical imaging of the breast is plausible and useful, but the results are based entirely on enriched populations, i.e. recalls. Ideally, the same method should be used on a screening material. This sounds easy in theory, but because of the comparatively low rate of cancers and benign lesions, the required amount of examinations is high. Such a study should include investigation of both sensitivity and specificity, and aim to find an optimal threshold for malignancy. A further aspect would be to see if the mechanical imaging system could be used predictively, i.e. if areas of anomalously high pressure represent possible future cancers.
Conclusions

• Currently used compression procedures in mammography cannot guarantee adequate or justifiable compression. The heterogeneity of pressure distribution, both on a population level and on an individual level, makes it difficult to define a reproducible optimal compression level.

• Much of the compression force is distributed to the juxtathoracic area, resulting in lower than expected pressures on the breast itself.

• Use of flexible compression plates manages to redistribute a substantial amount of force from the juxtathoracic area, thus improving compression of the clinically most relevant parts of the breast.

• The mean pressure on malignant lesions is significantly different both from the mean breast pressure and from the corresponding value on benign lesions.

• Implementing mechanical imaging to detect the stiffness difference between malignant and benign breast lesions allows a threshold pressure for malignancy to be established.

• Mechanical imaging as an adjunct to mammography in breast screening can substantially reduce false positives without reducing sensitivity with regards to invasive breast cancer.
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